
Hello designers!

I'm Yue Huang. As a UX researcher and a UX
designer, I enjoy learning about users' needs
and designing to improve their experiences. I
will introduce some of my work in the
following.  
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Accountability-Aware Design of
Voice User Interfaces for Home
Appliances

UX design



Stages took

Test

Prototype

Ideate

Define

Empathize



How can users’ accountability
perceptions and expectations be

managed in voice interaction with smart
home appliances?
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Personas of VUIs
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet.

01 Proactive indexpendent

02 Proactive dependent

03 Passive dependent

04 Anti persona

Rose is an IT manager, who loves trying
new technology. She is being asked from
time to time by her family about the
functionality of technological devices. 

James is retired. He is not always
involved in using any kind of
technological device. He usually asks for
help to make use of devices.

Ken is 11 years old. He likes using new
technological devices. Sometimes, he
gets blocked to some functions of the
devices.  

People who are not interested/capable in
using VUI.



PERSONAS
Using a survey, we created personas
for voice user interfaces (VUIs).
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ROSE
Proactive Independent



KEN
Proactive Dependent
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JAMES
Passive Dependent



MARRY
JACK
ANN
Anti persona



STORYBOARD
We designed for proactive

independent and proactive
dependent users. 



Storyboard of a proactive
independent user of using a washing
machine through voice interaction.



DESIGN
To direct users’ accountability perception, we conceptualized four
VUI mechanisms represent levels of system accountability, based
on guidelines for a progression of automation in AI systems: 
automation, recommendation, instruction, and command.
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EXAMPLES OF VIDEO PROTYPES 
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Integer nec odio. 

Instruction based Full automation based Recommendation basedCommand based



Through in-person interviews and online
questionnaires, we obtained participants’
rankings of accountability, and their
satisfaction with each mechanism in light
of the task failure was illustrated. 

EXPERIMENT



RESULTS
Quantitative

The recommendation mechanism was consistently seen as less
transparent and predictable, and more accountable in high complexity
tasks.
Increased automation is linked to reduced perceived transparency and
predictability.
Users preferred the Automation mechanism to those requiring more
user involvement, for both low and high-complexity tasks.



Cellcoholics! A Survey on The Usage
of Smartphones Among Students

UX design



Whether designed SmartStudy app can
help students stay focused while

studying?

Rssearch question



DESIGN
can block their smartphones from showing notifications to avoid
being distracted while studying.
have the control to choose from whom they prefer not to receive
messages.

Through the use of SmartStudy, students 



DESIGN
We constructed a video
prototype of SmartStudy
to explain how it works.



 We also constructed a paper prototype for users to interact.



 We also constructed a paper prototype for users to interact.



 We constructed a medium-fidelity prototype of the app



 We constructed a medium-fidelity prototype of the app



 We constructed a medium-fidelity prototype of the app



 We constructed a medium-fidelity prototype of the app



 We constructed a medium-fidelity prototype of the app



 We constructed a medium-fidelity prototype of the app



The 2 levels of users include phone
addicted users and less addicted
users. 
The 3 conditions include no phone
present, phone access without
SmartStudy, and phone access with
SmartStudy.

We used 2 x 3 mixed factorial design.  

EXPERIMENT



Pre-test questionnaire
Demographics

Study sessions in three conditions
Based on different conditions,
participants received a different
number of messages (0, 1, or 2)
and phone calls (0, 2, or 4).

Post-test questionnaire
Satisfactory level of the app

TASKS



RESULTS
Quantitative

Under conditions of study without the SmartStudy app, less phone-
addicted participants performed best in studying speed. 
When studying with the SmartStudy app, phone-addicted participants
finished studying fastest.
Participants perform best under the condition of having a phone with
the SmartStudy app and perform worse with no phone present.



RESULTS
Qualitative

Participants favored the idea that they can select people from whom
they want to receive notifications.



End Users’ Information-sharing
Behaviours and Preferences within a
Multi-user Smart Home

UX design



What are users’ information-sharing
behaviors and preferences within a multi-

user smart home?

Rssearch question



Smart device users have a tendency to share
some types of information with their
housemates and intentionally withhold
other types of information due to privacy
concerns.

IoT devices are commonly adopted at
homes, in which multiple users with
complex social relationships can interact
with these shared devices.

Motivations

Our work (accepted by CHI 2020) suggests



enable users to choose what information
they want to share and to whom they
want to share the information through
the use of smart home devices. 

Motivations

We, therefore, designed a smart home app to



Many types of information can be linked with a smart speaker.



Same Information (e.g., contacts) can be shared though smart speakes and smart watches.



Many types of information can be shared though the use of multiple smart devices.





DESIGN
We aimed to test
- whether the design can help users better understand how their
information is being shared in a smart home.
- whether users like the idea of controlling what information to share
and to whom their information is being shared.



DESIGN
We constructed a medium-
fidelity prototype to learn about
users' perceptions about
sharing information through
smart home devices.

https://d-labs.com/en/methods/medium-fidelity-prototyping.html#:~:text=A%20medium%20fidelity%20prototype%20is,upon%20storyboards%20or%20user%20scenarios.
https://d-labs.com/en/methods/medium-fidelity-prototyping.html#:~:text=A%20medium%20fidelity%20prototype%20is,upon%20storyboards%20or%20user%20scenarios.




We conducted hands-on experiments with
participants of smart home devices. After
interacting with the prototype, we
conducted semi-structured interviews with
the participants.

EXPERIMENT



RESULTS
Qualitative

Most participants found the prototype useful to learn about what
information is being collected and shared with housemates.
Participants believed they had control over their data through the
use of the prototype.
Most participants liked having control over their data in using smart
devices.



Design for a Contact Tracing App
UX design



Participants believed the value of the app is limited as it focuses on
protecting users' privacy. 
Participants also found the guideline provided by the app was not
helpful. 
Participants had a misunderstanding of certain aspects of the app. 

Our study about the COVID Alert app (accepted by CSCW 2022)
suggests that 

Motivations



Design to improve users' experiences of a
contact tracing app

Rssearch question



has a layered form to provide information for different users (e.g., tech-
savvy users or novice users.) to learn about the app.
has a fact check function to help users build a more adequate mental
model of the app.
providing more guidelines to COVID-positive users
giving users more control in notifying close contacts if tested positive
for COVID.

The COVIDStop app 

DESIGN



DESIGN
We constructed a medium-fidelity
prototype to improve users'
experiences with a contact tracing
app.  

The end goal is to motivate users to
use the app and limit the spread of
COVID.

https://d-labs.com/en/methods/medium-fidelity-prototyping.html#:~:text=A%20medium%20fidelity%20prototype%20is,upon%20storyboards%20or%20user%20scenarios.
https://d-labs.com/en/methods/medium-fidelity-prototyping.html#:~:text=A%20medium%20fidelity%20prototype%20is,upon%20storyboards%20or%20user%20scenarios.


Providing information about the app in a layer form



Building an adequate understanding of the app



Detailed guidelines



Notifying close contacts 



Compromised Credential Notification 
UX design



Users found critical information about the notification missing
Users found certain aspects of the notification confusing
Users were unaware of risk mitigation strategies

Our study about the Chrome's compromised credential notification
(accepted by SOUPS 2022) suggests that 

Motivations



Design to improve users' experiences of
browser-based compromised credential

notification

Rssearch question



DESIGN

provide critical information about the notification in a layered form to
benefit all kinds of users. The notification can explain

how EasySearch finds out about users' compromised credentials.
the data breach where users' credentials were found, and the risks
of not changing passwords.

effective ways to change passwords for multiple accounts at once.
indicate the risk level for each account.

We designed a password checkup function on the browser EasySearch.
It can check users' saved credentials and alert users with compromised
ones. It can also



We designed a medium-fidelity
prototype to improve users'
experiences of a browser-based
compromised credential
notification. 

DESIGN

https://d-labs.com/en/methods/medium-fidelity-prototyping.html#:~:text=A%20medium%20fidelity%20prototype%20is,upon%20storyboards%20or%20user%20scenarios.
https://d-labs.com/en/methods/medium-fidelity-prototyping.html#:~:text=A%20medium%20fidelity%20prototype%20is,upon%20storyboards%20or%20user%20scenarios.


Providing critical information about the notification in a layered form



Providing critical information about the notification in a layered form



Providing critical information about the notification in a layered form



Providing critical information about the notification in a layered form



Providing critical information about the notification in a layered form



Providing critical information about the notification in a layered form



Explaining the risks of having compromised credentials



Easier and efficient way to change compromised passwords



LET'S CONNECT
huang13i@ece.ubc.ca

https://www.linkedin.com/in/yue-huang-ubc

HuangYueYueTracy


